
JacobsEye is a strategic and creative-driven agency made up of a team of veterans and current voices 
who offer a unique blend of culture, perspectives, and talents. We create marketing that matters for 
organizations - government, commercial and non-profit - that have positive impact on the world.

While our broad agency experience 
allows us to take on most any 
marketing challenges, we’ve 
developed proven Recruitment 
Marketing and Public Health 
Communications expertise. 

Our services include:

Marketing &  
Brand Strategy

Digital Marketing

Data Analytics

Media & Communications

Market Research

Advertising,  
Creative & Production

Experiential &  
Event Marketing

“Since JACOBSEYE was 
established in 2008, we have 
maintained a fundamental focus  
on marketing that matters.” 

-  Delano Massey,  
 Founder and CEO 

WHAT WE DO

MARKETING  
THAT MATTERS
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ATLANTA’S  
#1 FASTEST 
GROWING
COMPANY  
FOR 2020



As a top 10 government marketing agency, we check all the 
boxes and have all the codes.

CAGE CODE# 78GL2 

D-U-N-S# 0348 46 228 

8(a) & WOSB Teaming 
Partners 

SDVOSB Verified 

GSA Schedule - Professional 
Services

NAICS CODES 
• 541810 – Advertising Agencies (Primary) 
• 541613 – Marketing Consulting Services 
• 512110 – Motion Picture and Video Production 
• 541430 – Graphic Design 
• 541830 – Media Buying Agencies 
• 541840 – Media Representative 
• 561920 – Convention and Trade Show Organizers 
• 541910 – Marketing Research and Public Opinion Polling 
• 541511 – Custom Computer Programming Services and Web Design 
• 541820 – Public Relations Agencies 
• 519130 – Internet Publishing and Broadcasting Web Portals 
• 541512 – Computer Systems Design Services 

WE MEET THE CRITERIA

WHO WE’VE WORKED WITH

MARKETING  
THAT MATTERS

After an almost 3-year 
marketing hiatus, 
JacobsEye was asked by the 
Air National Guard (ANG) to 
develop and implement a 
national recruitment marketing 
campaign. 

We created an integrated 
multi-channel national media 
effort coupled with targeted 
experiential activations in 135 
markets, robust social media 
initiatives, and a redesigned 
website.  The campaign 
generated over 4.7 billion 
impressions resulting in a 
five-fold increase in brand 
awareness in 18 months. 

Most importantly, the 
campaign helped ANG 
achieve its recruitment goals 
for FY 2019, the only military 
branch to do so. 

AIR NATIONAL GUARD

Between a pandemic and 
social unrest, 2020 was a 
very challenging year for law 
enforcement recruiting.  When 
the US Secret Service asked us 
for help, JacobsEye was up for 
the challenge. 

We rapidly and efficiently 
developed a media-driven 
recruitment marketing 
campaign for an organization 
with exceptionally rigorous 
hiring standards and 
extensive diversity hiring 
requirements. 

Results came quickly. Daily 
Secret Service applications 
increased in the primary two 
hiring positions by 65% and 
90%, respectively, within the 
plan’s first month, and the 
Secret Service is now well on 
the way to achieving its annual 
recruiting target.

SECRET SERVICE

Type 2 diabetes heavily 
impacts many rural areas due 
to their lack of awareness, 
education, and poor dietary 
choices. JacobsEye worked 
with the CDC to develop a 
multimedia campaign targeted 
at those regions with high 
affliction to help change 
their understanding of type 
2 diabetes and how to best 
combat it.

We created an 
education-focused media 
and advertising campaign 
and distributed content via 
paid and PSA media across 
all platforms, local PR, and 
experiential events.

After a two-year period, the 
incidence of  type 2 diabetes 
dropped by 18% in the top 
10 targeted markets.

CDC

Armed forces recruiting for 
technical positions is critical, 
particularly when it is for 
those elite service people 
who, behind the scenes, 
must be recruited to keep 
our Navy successfully moving 
forward.

JacobsEye was recently 
awarded two recruitment 
campaigns seeking highly 
skilled recruits for the Navy’s 
Atlanta region and the Navy 
Foundry and Propeller Center 
in Philadelphia. 

Campaign results have 
dramatically increased 
the number of qualified 
applications, to the extent 
that the Navy is engaging 
JacobsEye to undertake 
a new campaign to fulfill 
additional positions.

U.S. NAVY
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